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Abstract

High-intensity, ultrashort laser pulses were focused into a gas jet to study the propagation at intensities up to 1017

2 ŽWrcm . The pulse intensity envelope and phase were measured using a modified version of the FROG frequency-resolved
.optical gating technique which allows an absolute time reference. Pulse shortening and retardation were observed and are

explained by erosion of the leading part of the pulse due to ionization-induced refraction, and propagation of the remaining
part of the pulse in the plasma. At sufficiently high pressures, multiple pulse formation followed by complete pulse break-up
is observed. Numerical simulations are in qualitative agreement with experiment. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

The propagation of high intensity laser pulses in gases
and plasmas is crucial in applications such as laser wake-

w x w xfield accelerators 1 , X-ray lasers 2,17 , and the fast
w xignitor concept for inertial confinement fusion 3 . In the

interaction with a gas, an intense short laser pulse may
experience substantial spatial and temporal distortions re-
sulting from the ionization it induces. As a result, the peak
intensity of the pulse may be reduced below the level
required for applications.

Ionization-induced defocusing and spectral blue shift-
ing have been studied theoretically and experimentally
w x4–7,18,8–11 . In recent work, spectral and spatial
plasma-induced pulse distortions were studied using two-

w xcolor pump-probe spectroscopy 10 , or by investigating
the spectra of third harmonic generated in the laser-gas
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w xinteraction 11 . At best, the time resolution in this type of
experiment is limited by the duration of the probe pulse.

ŽThe recently developed FROG frequency-resolved optical
. w xgating technique 12 enables simultaneous monitoring of

the pulse envelope and phase as a function of time with
resolution of a few femtoseconds. Recently, the FROG
technique was used to examine high intensity pulse propa-

w xgation in aluminum plasmas 13,19 , and the propagation
of intense femtosecond pulses in preformed plasma chan-

w xnels 14 .
This paper describes the use of a modified double-pulse

FROG technique to measure pulse distortions associated
with propagation of an intense laser pulse in an ionizing
gas. In addition to providing the pulse envelope and phase
evolution during gas ionization, the modified FROG pro-
vides an absolute time reference, achieved by using a

Ž 18 y3.reference pulse. At low gas densities -2=10 cm ,
we observed the erosion of the leading part of the pulse
along with the retardation of its body, and at higher
density, multiple pulse formation occurs followed by com-
plete pulse break-up. The experimental results were com-
pared with computer simulations based on a pulse propaga-
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tion code which includes field ionization and neutral gas
x Ž3. effects.

The experiments reported here were performed with a
10 Hz Ti:Sapphire laser system, using 100 fs pulses with
energy up to 15 mJ. Fig. 1 is a diagram of the experimen-
tal setup. The output of the laser was split with a pellicle
Ž . ŽBS1 into a reference beam and a interaction beam )90%

.energy . The reference pulse was propagated through an
adjustable delay line. The interaction beam was focused

Ž .with a ; fr8 off-axis parabola P into a pulsed gas jet.
Ž .The full width at half maximum FWHM of the laser

focal spot in vacuum was ;8 mm, 1.6 times the diffrac-
tion limit. This resulted in peak vacuum intensities of
;1017 Wrcm2. After the gas jet, the beam was recolli-
mated and attenuated to an intensity level comparable to
the reference beam. It was then recombined with the
reference beam at beam splitter BS2 and directed to the
FROG. We call this arrangement a time-domain interfero-
metric FROG or TI-FROG. The TI-FROG trace contains
both input and output pulse information, and provides both
time and spectral fiducials. The technique allows measure-
ment of the relative distortion of the interaction pulse and
its absolute position on the time axis. The TI-FROG may
be a simpler alternative to the recently proposed MI-FROG
w x15 for experiments where an absolute time reference is
desired. In our experiment, the time separation between the
reference and interaction pulses was adjustable in the
"500 femtosecond range, a delay range which could be
covered within a single shot FROG image without signifi-
cant decrease in time resolution. We have previously per-
formed radially resolved single pulse FROG measurements
w x14 , but in the present experiment we restricted our obser-
vations to the axial direction.

The density profile of the gas jet was determined by
comparing the images of spectrally and temporally inte-
grated recombination emission from plasmas produced by

Ž 16 2.lower intensity ;10 Wrcm interaction with a gas jet
and a static fill of known pressure. The emission yield was
linearly dependent on the pressure of the static fill and the
gas jet backing pressure. This is consistent with optical
field ionization rather than avalanche as the dominant
ionization mechanism for the short pulse width and low

Fig. 1. Schematic of laser–jet interaction experiment, showing
Ž .arrangement for time-domain interferometric FROG TI-FROG .

density of this experiment. At the interaction region 2 mm
from the nozzle orifice, the density profile was a flat top
distribution with a FWHM of ;2 mm and a full width of
;4 mm. The interaction was therefore in the tight focus-

Ž .ing limit, with the Rayleigh length ;190 mm of the
pulse much smaller than the extent of the jet.

In the experiment, we found even with poor alignment
of the beamsplitters, the peak-to-peak separation between
the reference and the interaction pulses could still be
measured reasonably well directly from the TI-FROG trace.
However, in order to ensure convergence of the FROG
algorithm with acceptable accuracy, more careful align-
ment was necessary. In practice, sufficiently good align-
ment was achieved if the profile of the recombined beam
at the output of BS2 contained no more than one interfer-
ence fringe at zero optical delay between the reference and
interaction beams.

A typical TI-FROG trace for the case of no gas is
Ž .shown in Fig. 2 a , and the associated output from the

Ž . Ž .FROG algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 b . In Fig. 2 a , the
central portion contains the time domain interference
fringes. The separation between the fringes is determined
by the pulse separation. The side peaks are the cross-gated
terms of the two pulses. From the retrieved pulse envelope
and phase, it is seen that the pulses are very similar with
reasonably flat phases as a function of time. Note that the
reference pulse precedes the interaction pulse.

Ž . Ž .Fig. 2 c shows a typical TI-FROG trace and Fig. 2 d
shows the recovered envelope and phase for interaction of
a 10 mJ pulse with the He gas for a peak atom density of
1.4=1018 cmy3. The reduced amplitude of the interaction

Ž .pulse the second pulse is attributed to ionization-induced
scattering of the light outside the detection solid angle.
Also evident is an apparent erosion of the front of the
pulse and a ;30% reduction in its FWHM. In comparison
to the flat phase of the reference pulse, the target pulse
also displays a constant decrease of phase beginning early
in time. This results from self-induced ionization, leading

Ž . Ž .to a frequency up-shift or blue shift Dv t sy EFrEt ,
where FsH kn d l is the propagation phase, ns1y
N r2 N is the plasma refractive index, k is the vacuume c

wavenumber, N is the electron density, N is the criticale c

density and l is the distance along the propagation direc-
tion. Such blue shifts due to laser-induced ionization of
gases have been well studied in previous experiments
w x Ž . Ž .4,5,10,11 . Figs. 2 e and 2 f show a typical TI-FROG
trace and its recovered envelope and phase for gas density
of 2.2=1018 cmy3, where a blue shift and multiple pulse
formation is evident. Beyond this density, the pulse ap-
pears to break up and the collected interaction pulse
intensity begins to drop below the sensitivity level of the
TI-FROG.

The measured FWHM and the average spectral shift of
a 10 mJ interaction pulse in He as a function of peak gas

Ž . Ž .density are given in Figs. 3 a and 3 b respectively. In
Ž .Fig. 3 a is also plotted the measured pulse retardation,
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽFig. 2. a Typical TI-FROG trace jet off , b envelope solid line and phase dashed line corresponding to a ; c TI-FROG trace jet on,
18 y3. Ž . Ž . Ž . Žpeak gas density of 1.4=10 cm , d envelope and phase corresponding to c ; e TI-FROG trace jet on, peak gas density of

18 y3. Ž . Ž .2.2=10 cm , f envelope and phase corresponding to e .

which was found to accompany the blue shift and pulse
shortening. The average spectral shift is obtained by sub-
tracting the intensity weighted average wavelength of the
reference pulse from that of the interaction pulse. The
retardation was measured as the change in the peak-to-peak
separation between the reference and interaction pulses. As
can be seen in Fig. 3, with increasing gas densities up to
2=1018 cmy3, the interaction pulse became more and
more shortened and the retardation increased, accompanied

by increasing blue shift. The interaction pulse duration
shortened up to ;30 fs accompanied by a retardation of
;50 fs. For a double-ionized plasma produced in a path
l;3–4 mm of He gas at a density ;2=1018 cmy3, the
pulse retardation resulting from the group velocity in the

Ž .Ž .plasma is D ts lrc N r2 N ;10–15 fs. We thereforee c
Židentify the main contribution to the retardation ;20–30

.fs as erosion of the front of the interaction pulse, with the
Ž .remainder ;10–20 fs due to group delay in the plasma.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. a Output pulse FWHM open circles and retardation
Ž . Ž .squares for incident 10 mJ pulse versus peak gas jet density; b
pulse average spectral shift versus peak gas density. The lines are
low order polynomial fits and the error bars represent the range of
5–10 shots at that density.

For the same range of densities of Fig. 3, we plot in
Fig. 4 the output pulsewidth for target pulse energies of 5,
10 and 14 mJ, where it is seen that except for a general

Fig. 4. Output pulse FWHM versus peak gas jet density for
energies of 5, 10, and 14 mJ.

Fig. 5. Differential transmission along the optical axis of helium
jet versus peak density for 10 mJ pulses.

trend to shorter pulses at higher pressure, there does not
seem to be a clear energy dependence. In addition, no
energy dependence of the retardation or average spectral
shift could be identified within the accuracy of our mea-
surement. Similar measurements performed with Ar
showed that at lower density the results were qualitatively
similar to helium: up to 30% pulse shortening for the same
range of energies, with no clear trend in energy depen-
dence.

For He densities higher than 2=1018 cmy3, the inter-
action pulse distorted into an envelope with two or more
peaks of comparable size, and our measure of pulse width
and retardation was not as well-defined as at lower density.
As mentioned earlier, at even higher densities, pulse break-
up occurred and the on-axis intensity was below the
sensitivity limit of the FROG measurement.

The TI-FROG traces also allow an estimation of the
differential transmission for on-axis propagation of the

Ž . Ž .interaction pulse, Ts d I rdV r d I rdV r , de-out in us0

fined as the ratio of laser flux scattered into a solid angle
dV centered around the propagation axis at the output of
the gas jet to the input flux of the pulse. This is obtained
by dividing the intensity integral of the interaction pulse
by the intensity integral of the reference pulse, and normal-
izing by the ratio at zero gas density. The result for 10 mJ
pulses for a range of density up to 2=1018 cmy3 is
shown in Fig. 5. The ;20% reduction in differential
transmission is consistent with the observed pulse shorten-
ing and is therefore associated with the angular redistribu-
tion of the laser energy due to the refraction in the ionizing
gas rather than absorption.

A simple picture of self-induced ionization allows qual-
itative understanding of the experimental results. For the
tight focusing condition of this experiment, a lower energy

Ž 16 2 .pulse ;5 mJ, 6=10 Wrcm at vacuum focus begins
ionization to Heq at its temporal peak at a distance ;1.5
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mm before the focus. As the pulse continues to approach
the focus and the intensity increases, the region of initial
ionization moves forward on the pulse envelope, with the
onset of ionization to He2q lagging behind. The region of
ionization starts as a narrow radial zone centered on the
propagation axis and widens as the pulse approaches the
focus, until its radial extent becomes a large fraction of the
beam diameter. The change of refractive index over the
gas-plasma transition results in a spectral blue shift due to
self-phase modulation and defocusing in space due to
refraction, which causes scattering to large angles of a
large fraction of the front of the pulse. In comparison, a

Ž 17 2higher energy pulse ;15 mJ, 1.9=10 Wrcm at the
. qvacuum focus begins ionization to He immediately at

the jet entrance before the pulse reaches its peak intensity,
while ionization to He2q begins ;0.8 mm before the
focus at the pulse peak. The Heq to He2q transition
region then moves forward on the pulse envelope, resulting
in the refractive scattering of the front of the pulse. For
observation in the far field on the optical axis, the scattered
light is not detected and the remainder of the pulse, which
propagates in already ionized gas, appears shortened. The
insensitivity of the overall pulse shortening to pulse energy
therefore partially results from the tight focusing geometry,
where the transition to either Heq or He2q first occurs at
the pulse temporal peak in advance of the focus, with the
transition region advancing in the temporal envelope as the
pulse approaches the focus.

To further understand details of the laser–gas jet inter-
action, we performed simulations using a laser pulse prop-

w xagation model 16 which takes into account both the
Ž Ž3..neutral helium gas optical nonlinearity x and optical

field ionization. For these calculations the density profile
of the gas jet was chosen to be trapezoidal with a 2 mm
FWHM. The laser pulse at the focal plane in vacuum was

Ž . Ž . Ž 2 2.modeled as I t s I sin p trt exp y2 r rw , where0 0

0- t-t and t was chosen so that the pulse was 100 fs
FWHM. Consistent with the experimental focal spot inten-
sity FWHM of 8 mm, the focal spot size was taken to be
w s6.8 mm, for which the confocal parameter is 2 z s0 0

363 mm. In order to compare the results of the calculations
with the experiment, the calculated pulse envelope and

Žphase at the output plane of the jet corresponding to the
.near optical field was then used to calculate the far field

envelope and phase. The calculated FWHM of the output
Ž .pulse as a function of gas density is plotted in Fig. 6 a for

a range of pulse energies and gas jet densities, and the
Ž .average wavelength shift is shown in Fig. 6 b . As can be

seen, there is no clear trend in the output pulsewidth or
blue shift versus energy, but the range of shortening and
blue shift is in reasonable agreement with experiment
Ž Ž . Ž ..Figs. 3 a and 3 b . At gas densities higher than ;2=

1018 cmy3, the calculated target pulse begins to evolve
into multiple pulses, in agreement with the experiments.
Examination of the calculated electron density and laser
field profiles shows that for these conditions there is no

Ž .Fig. 6. a Calculation of output pulse FWHM versus peak gas jet
density for energies in the range 5–20 mJ. Vacuum spot size

Ž .w s6.8 mm, pulsewidth 100 fs; b calculated pulse average0

spectral shift versus peak gas jet density.

additional density modulation superimposed on the density
profiles generated by optical field ionization of the jet, and
that our observed multiple pulse formation and breakup is
a phase effect resulting from interference among different
time and space portions of the ionizing and refracting
beam at high density. Pulse breakup resulting from plasma
wake generation would have shown red shifts in the FROG
traces, and only blue shifts were observed here. Indeed, the
code confirms the well-known expectation that ionization-
induced refraction reduces the maximum pulse intensity,
here ;1017 Wrcm2 in vacuum, which was already
marginal for wake excitation.

In conclusion, by using TI-FROG measurements we
have demonstrated the ability to measure ionization-in-
duced amplitude and phase distortions of high intensity
laser pulses with femtosecond time resolution. We find
that the time-domain signatures that accompany blue-shift-
ing and refraction are pulse shortening and retardation at
low gas densities and multiple pulse formation at higher
densities. Results of our numerical propagation code are in
good qualitative agreement with experiment.
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